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A Review for The Blackwater Novels  
I want to tell you, having read The Dead House and My Brother’s Story, boys and girls and their 
parents and grandparents are all going to enjoy getting into these stories . . . traditional stories 
which kids are gonna love, not kids alone, I enjoyed them, more than I can tell you . . . The Dead 
House . . . the first one I ran across . . . captured my imagination, caught me, pulled me inside . . .” 
(Host of Word on Words and Founding Editor USA Today)  — John Seigenthaler 

A Review for My Brother's Story  
Young readers will meet fun characters whose adventures are marked by honesty, loyalty, courage 
and love. Older readers will applaud a refreshing story that recalls and fosters those ideals. 
(Legendary National Public Radio storyteller)  — Kathryn Tucker Windham 
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Independent Book Publishers – Moonbeam Children’s Book Awards 
 

Blackwater Novels Series – Silver Medal Award Winner 
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Written in an authentic Southern voice by Alabama born and raised author 
Allen Johnson Jr., the Blackwater Novels appeal to youngsters of all ages. 
The books—set in Alabama, Georgia and Tennessee—show the good family 
values that existed in the South in the nineteen thirties and forties and 
highlight Southern traditions, customs, dialects and food of the time. While 
the books confront racial problems, they feature the love that existed 
between the good people of both races. The central hero of all three books is 
a black man, Abraham Lincoln Fraiser, known as Linc. 
 
Designed so that grandparents can show their grandkids how they grew up, 
The Blackwater Novels are adventure stories, exciting enough to compete 
with television or video games . . . and win! 
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 High Level Presentation  
                               How                 

    can help your organization to raise funds. 
 

Among the Key Benefits of GiftPro: 
Higher margin for charity and no need to handle or ship any inventory. 5 
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Introduction 
 

GiftPro is an innovative, one-of-a-kind, proprietary 
program created to serve the fundraising needs of non-
profit, education, religious, government, veteran, and civic 
and service organizations.  
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• GiftPro provides a low-risk, turn-key methodology 
enabling an organization’s staff and supporters to 
maximize funds raised through the charitable efforts of 
individuals or groups, large and small, on a local, state 
or national basis 

 
• GiftPro merges social media and cutting edge 

technology to produce hassle-free fundraising 
campaigns that eliminate disruptions of traditional 
campaigns and fulfillment 
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• Organizations raising funds make no financial 
investment and are not required to buy, store or 
handle inventory  
 

• Organizations do not collect money, advertise, solicit 
door-to-door or deliver merchandise 
 

• There are no geographic limitations 
 

• No special equipment is required.  
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How GiftPro Works 
User Friendly and Very Easy! 

 
• Organization members connect with friends and family to ask for 

their support (via telephone, internet, Facebook, and Twitter) 
 

• Secured messages include a personalized link from the 
organization briefly describing the need (produced by GiftPro) 
and asking the viewer to purchase one or more of the books 
listed 
 

• GiftPro processes all orders and delivery is made by the USPS to 
the address provided 



Full Presentation 
To 

Organization* 
(George Schnitzer, Jr.) 
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